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Welcome to loGo_net

 

loGo_net enables District, Borough, City, Unitary and
County Councils to generate more value from
their web sites.

We provide the infrastructure and services needed to make better
use of existing web sites for engaging with local business  and citizens

and to generate revenue through advertising or sponsorship.

The services are provided on a revenue share basis - clients pay 30% of
revenue raised - plus a small annual charge for use of the infrastructure.

There is no minimum contract period and implementation is very fast and  easy,
usually requiring no changes to Local Authority web servers or infrastructure.
  
This document is about the current opportunities to generate more value from
Local Government web sites and the loGo_net service - 
the size of the opportunity, the revenue potential, the challenges to overcome
and the loGo_net approach. 

LoGo_net is already live in a number of
Councils, successfully generating value and revenue.

We hope you will decide to join us.    
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The opportunity from 5,000 feet:
Revenue and Service Promotion

Many citizens already choose to interact with their local government organisation
through the website. 

The immediate benefits of doing so for both the citizen
 

• easier, better, 24x7 service access

and for the Local Government organisation
 

• control and efficiency in service provision

are already well understood. 

But the transition to service delivery via the website also creates two other
potential benefits which are often overlooked: 

• Revenue from advertising and delivery of other
‘commercial messages’ via the website

• ‘No cost’ Promotion of other Council services and initiatives.  

It’s also worth noting that Cabinet Office guidelines encourage public sector
organisations to generate revenue from running advertising on - and
sponsorship of - public sector websites.   The loGo_net service is compliant
with those guidelines.        

 

The loGo_net service allows Local Government
to access service promotion and advertising revenue opportunities  
for minimal risk and maximum control. 
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The size of the revenue opportunity:
The web advertising marketplace

Internet advertising is not a minor or niche component of the advertising market.
In 2007, just under £2.8 billion was spent on internet advertising in the UK alone.
In 2008, that figure is expected to exceed £3.1 billion and by the end of 2009,
UK internet advertising spend is forecast to exceed total spend on UK television
advertising.

Web advertisers range from the smallest to the largest companies and include
virtually every type of business and organisation.

For Local Government organisations, there are 4 basic types of businesses for
whom advertising on the website of a Local Authority  is of interest: National 
Brands, Specialist Service providers, Local Advertisers and Commodity Advertisers.

 

The maths is easy.  Tenancies on key pages each sell for
between £500 and £900 pa.  Even small Councils have a
fair number of these pages - larger Councils have more.
Add in consumer, local and sponsorship streams and
the revenue quickly mounts. 

       
The internet advertising market may be large but it is also fiercely competitive.

The key is to market different, tailored advertising ‘products’ to each market
sector, maximising value and competitiveness .    Pricing can be critical -
each market has a  ‘price expectation’ and advertising products must be designed
to deliver advertising services at prices which each specific sector will stand.  

The broad customer base also helps to maintain
revenue in the face of challenging economic times. 



Many (most) Local Government organisations now accept advertising from local
and national businesses in Council publications. 

Advertising on the website is a next, logical step.

There are however a number of specific challenges to overcome

The first is the cost of sale:
However good the advertising offer, 
it still has to be sold and it is all too
easy for the cost of achieving the sale
to exceed order value. 
This is particularly the case for local
and specialist service advertising.

The second is control and certainty:
Public sector organisations need to be
able to not only totally control what
advertising appears on the site and
where it appears, they also need to 
maintain an audit trail to prove that no
‘inappropriate’ advertising has been 
displayed and to uniquely define what 
constitutes ‘inappropriate’ advertising.

The third is running the infrastructure:
Ad serving systems are often technically
advanced.   
        
And the fourth is the citizen experience: 
Additional revenue may be welcome but
not if it comes at a cost to the citizen in
terms of the ease of using the site. 
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The hurdles:
Commercial and delivery challenges

 Properly managed,
advertising on the site
will improve
and add value
to the citizen experience.
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The loGo_net service:
Effective marketing, control & delivery

 

At the heart of the loGo_net service is an understanding of the real needs and
concerns of Local Government organisations.

Advanced and highly effective systems and marketing and delivery services
have been designed and purpose-built, from the ground up, to address these
needs and concerns and provide Local Government organisations with the
total control and certainty they rightly demand.

        
A good citizen experience: 
Many local authorities are now
looking to increase their use of
e-channels, offering citizens and
customers better, more efficient
access to services. This objective Is
highly compatible with use of the web to
promote services or advertising : both wish to
see increasing traffic and increasing user
engagement.
 
An efficient  delivery infrastructure:
An efficient and powerful delivery
infrastructure is provided
as part of the loGo_net service

Total control and certainty:
LoGo_net maintains a detailed record of
every single advertisement delivered onto
every single webpage.   Ads can be blocked
in seconds and cannot be displayed
without approval. 

Maximum revenue:
Product design and powerful on-line,
marketing and sales services are core
elements of the loGo_net solution, tightly
marketing the right products to
defined sectors in a highly automated
way - achieving maximum sales revenue
for minimum sales cost, in turn permitting
competitive pricing which further feeds
revenue.
 

The diagram on the
following page provides a
more detailed description
of the power, simplicity and certainty of the service. 
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LoGo_net simplicity:
Maximum control and revenue
Rapid, zero risk implementation 

The loGo_net
service has been
purpose-built, from the
ground up, to meet
the real needs of
Local Government.



Contract Period
There is no minimum contract period.  Local Government organisations can
choose to withdraw from the service - and stop running advertising on their
websites - at any time, without notice and without needing to give a reason.  No
termination or penalty fees of any kind will apply.   Infrastructure charges are due
at the start of the annual rental period and are not refundable.
 

Fees and charges
The service is provided on a risk/reward basis.  We take 30% of the advertising
revenue and pass the balance onto client organisations on a quarterly basis.  If 
£4,500 of advertising is sold in a quarter, we would take £1,500 and pass on the
balance of £3,000 in a single payment, minimising your administration costs .
  
After Year 1, the infrastructure is provided on a low cost, rental basis. 
The infrastructure is provided free-of-charge for the first 12 months.
Thereafter a charge of £2 for each 1,000 premium and house 
advertisements served applies.   

Service operation
There are three distinct components to the loGo_net service: Set-up, Operation
and Quarterly Review.

During the Set-up process we agree detailed policies on advertising – what sort
of advertising is permitted and what sort of advertising is prohibited – and work
with you to agree where and what size of advertising should be positioned on
your site (over which you have complete control).  We configure the infrastructure
and provide you with log-in details so that you can collect the ‘invocation
code’ and insert into your site (a very quick and easy process).   We do not go-live
until we have your approval to do so. 
 
If requested to do so, we are happy to help client Authorities to present
the service and policies to members and other stakeholders. 
We understand the decision processes you may need to go through.

During Operation, we handle every aspect of the advertiser support and delivery
process and will only trouble you if we need to clarify an aspect of the policy or if
we wish to introduce new products.  

At the Quarterly Review, advertising performance, revenues and advertising
policies are reviewed.  Revenue targets and policies are adjusted as required.
 Opportunities to increase revenue through new technologies are recommended
and, if accepted, implemented the following quarter. 
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The loGo_net service:
Contract period, fees and operation

 



The process
The set-up process  is the first step which allows you to better
understand the revenue opportunities, the controls and the changes to your site
(usually minimal) which will be required to incorporate advertising.

The process takes about six weeks.

No resource is required from  you, other
than to approve or comment on the work
which we complete and a short amount
(usually a half day) of technical web
designer input to check that you can
display the ads.  Full technical support
and assistance is provided at this stage. 

At the end of the set-up process,
you would be ready to go-live, if you chose
to do so.

We are very happy to assist in delivering
a presentation to stakeholders
to support any decision processes
which you may choose to use. 

Set-up charges
The set-up charge varies according to  the
size of the organisation and also covers
12 months use of infrastructure (from the
go-live date).

For District and Borough Councils, the
Charge is £2,350 + VAT.

For Unitary Authorities (excluding 
the largest Cities), the
Charge is £3,100 + VAT.

For County Councils and the largest Cities,
the Charge is £3,850 + VAT.

The Set-up charge is due  for payment when the set-up process
starts.  
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The loGo_net set-up process:
Your first, no-commitment step

 For some Local Authorities, signing up to loGo_net will be a
‘no brainer’.  For others, it will be a more difficult step – members
will often need considerable re-assurance. 

Each set-up process is run in a way which matches the needs of each,
specific Organisation.
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The loGo_net service:
FAQ’s

 

A number of factors will determine how much revenue you will 
generate – including traffic volumes, the type of traffic,
traffic definition, page views and your content and advertising
policies.   The Set-up process (see above) looks at this in detail to
produce revenue targets.  It is worth noting that this market
is very volatile and rates are in a constant state of change.

It also takes between 6 and 9 months to build an advertiser base -
revenue in the first year is probably 30% - 50% of ‘steady state’
annual revenue.   Client Authorities should therefore view the
first year as a ‘launch and build’ period.  

How much revenue
will I generate ?

Yes, you may but we do ask you to be ‘reasonable’ and to credit
us when appropriate.  The traffic analysis could also be very
valuable to your organisation in planning channel
and service migration strategies.

Can I use the set-up 
analysis for other
purposes ?

Can you provide
references ?

Yes, we can.  Please contact us.

What’s the
minimum contract
period ?

There is no minimum period.  You may pull out of the service
and stop advertising on your website with no notice period
required.

If an advertisement
appears on our site
and adheres to our
policies but I
nevertheless need It
removed, can that
happen ?

Yes - you send us an email and we immediately block the
advertisement.   We might then discuss it with you to
see if we could find a solution but only after the ad had been
blocked first. 

Is there any reason
why we wouldn’t
want to do this ?

None that we can think of.  If you think of something, please let
us know and we will change our service. 

So what’s my next
step - how do I
move this along ?

Just ask us to run the set-up process for you.  We’ll do all the
work and, at the end of the process, you will be ready to
begin advertising if you choose to go-live.   The set-up charge
is a very low, fixed cost so your risk is minimal.   See page 8  for
prices and an explanation of the set-up process.  

How do I get in 
touch ?

You may already have been contacted by a consultant, in which
case please use those contact details.

Or you can email:  info@logo-net.co.uk

Or you can telephone: 0871 716    8425


